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Portfolio perspective is needed in
environmental management
Find the best basket (portfolio) of strategies
The overall consequences matter
• Stakeholder perspectives, noncommensurable objectives
• Overlapping actions, synergies,
constraints

Behavioral experiment on the web

Portfolio approaches

carbcut.aalto.fi
Within-subject design
Two procedures:
• Adding strategies into the basket
• Removing extra strategies from the
basket

MCDA – The standard approach
Evaluation of portfolio alternatives
generated in an unaided process

Example: Climate change mitigation

Behavioral issues:
Generation of alternatives
Behavioral effects in MCDA

Create a basket
(portfolio) of 8
emission reduction
strategies

Benefit-cost
MCDA evaluation of individual strategies
Portfolio generation: Include strategies in
the highest benefit-cost order

Does the result depend on the
procedure followed?
• Similarity measure: the number of same
strategies in the two portfolios
How do the subjects choose their path?

15 strategy candidates

How many
participants chose
the strategies
Add

Behavioral issues:
Narrow thinking: Omission of synergies
and interactions
Behavioral effects in MCDA

Results

Remove

N
Avg. Similarity (full=8)
# Full similarity
Add

Remove

Avg. # dollars
Avg. time spent
Difficulty rating
Preferred result

Behavioral issues
in unaided step-by-step processes
Result: Sub-optimal or dominated
portfolios?
Narrow thinking: Individual strategies
considered in isolation of the big picture
Elimination by aspects: thresholds in
criteria
Equal allocation of resources to
categories
Loss aversion: adding or removing does
not feel the same
Premature commitment to strategies
that first come to mind
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Which behavioral effects are reflected in our
results?
How about the approach/avoidance conflict?
• Difficult to choose between undesirable
alternatives

Conclusions
for environmental policy analysts
Behavioral research on environmental portfolio
problems is very limited but important
The most important environmental issues are
portfolio problems
There can be unanticipated phenomena related
to the systemic nature of the problems

Portfolio decision analysis
MCDA value model + constraints +
optimization
Includes interactive value modeling

Behavioral issues:
Ranges become problematic! Are
weights based on consequences of
individual strategies or overall
consequences of portfolios of strategies?
Behavioral effects in MCDA

for decision analysts
Generation of alternatives
consisting of multiple elements is
not studied from the behavioral
perspective
We need methods for coping with
behavioral issues in portfolio
problems
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